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ABSTRACT
Title of Thesis: ERROR DETECTION FOR DATA COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS
John Biancamano, Master of Science in Electrical
Engineering, 1983
Thesis directed by: Associate Professor Dr. Kenneth Sohn
A description of the problems encountered in the data
communications field and the various solutions can be
found in a number of diverse, and often theoretical
sources. My intention in writing this thesis is to bring
together, in a practical and understandable manner, the
theory and the application of a method of error detection
used extensively in data communication systems known as
the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC).
To provide some background on the subject, a description
of a data communication system is presented, and the
possible sources of error are explored in some detail.
Data transmission formats are described, and a comparison
of various error detection schemes is presented so that
the advantages of the CRC can be more readily understood.
The theory behind the CRC and its physical implementation is given, along with a detailed example showing
the effectiveness of the CRC for error detection. Finally,
the current state-of-the-art technology available for
implementing the various error detection schemes is discussed,
with particular emphasis on those technologies that perform
the Cyclic Redundancy Check.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Reliable data communication is an absolute must in
today's world of high-speed computers. Communication between one computer and another, or between the computer and
its peripheral devices, such as video terminals, line
printers, and storage devices, must be as error-free as
possible. However, error-free data transmission in realworld communication systems does not exist. Errors, no
matter how few, will always be present.
To deal with this problem, a good number of error
detection techniques have been developed. They vary in
both complexity of implementation and efficiency of detecting the possible errors.
This thesis does not attempt to cover all of the
various techniques available. Instead, it will present an
overview of the problem and a detailed solution using one
of the more popular methods of error detection known as
Cyclic Redundancy Checking.
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CHAPTER II
OVERVIEW OF DATA COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
A. Model of a Data Communication System
The term "data communications" refers to the process
of transmitting digitally encoded information (data) from
one device to another. The data communication system, in
its most general form, consists of a data source (transmitter), a communication channel, and a destination (receiver). See Figure 1.1.
The transmitter usually contains several encoders
which transform the data into a form acceptable to the
communication channel and consistent with a pre-determined
format. One of these encoders modifies the data before
transmission so as to make possible the detection of errors
when the data is received. The receiver contains several
decoders for putting the data back into a form that is
acceptable to the user, and for determining whether or not
the data has been transmitted without error.
The communication channel is the path for data transmission between the source and the receiver. This channel
may consist of a single wire, or a group of wires over
which the information is sent, or it may be part of the
radio frequency spectrum, where the information is transmitted in a manner similar to that used for transmitting
radio and television signals.
2
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Figure 1.1 Block Diagram of a Data Communication System
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Generally, a communication channel is characterized
by:
1.

the direction of transmission

2.

the bandwidth (or capacity) of the
channel medium.

There are basically three types of channels over which data
can be transmitted. First, there is the simplex channel;
it will allow data transmission in one direction only. An
example of the use of a simplex line would be a remote
instrument sending status data to a central station. The
second type of channel is the half-duplex. It allows
transmission in two directions, but only in one direction
at a time. Half-duplex lines are sometimes used between
a video terminal and a computer. The third type of channel
is the full-duplex. This channel allows data transmission
in both directions simultaneously. The most common
example of a full-duplex channel is the telephone line.
The bandwidth of a channel will determine the maximum
possible speed at which data can be transmitted. The
larger the bandwidth, the higher the maximum allowable
transmission speed. The capacity of a channel refers
to the maximum number of data bits per second which can
be transmitted. It is a function of both the channel
bandwidth and the format of the data being transmitted.
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A wide variety of communication channels are available
to a user, and the major tradeoff in selecting one is the
cost of the line versus the quality required. Naturally,
it would be most advantageous to have a communication line
that would allow high transmission speeds and introduce
the least amount of errors into the data. However, these
lines are expensive, so the user might have to settle for
a line that is not of the highest quality, but one that
costs less.
Telephone communication lines are available as private
leased lines, as common-carrier leased lines, and through
a public switching metwork. Both private and commoncarrier leased lines are rented by the month and are
available with or without conditioning. Conditioned
lines are less susceptible to noise pick-up, a very common
source of error in communication systems. Common carriers
will also provide the user with some statistical information on the typical error rates and error patterns that
are likely to occur on the lines they lease. Switched
telephone lines, such as those used for Direct Distance
Dialing (DDD), are payed for by the minute and are less
costly than leased lines, but they are more susceptible
to noise pick-up. They are, therefore, of poorer quality
than leased lines and are not recommended for high speed
data transmission.
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B. Characteristics of Errors
Before proceeding with a discussion on errors, some
definitions which will help clarify the remainder of this
thesis are given below:
Noise is any unwanted electrical signal
that is present along with the transmitted data.
Error, as used within the context of
this thesis, is defined as any discrepancy between the actual value of a data
bit and the theoretically correct
value of that bit. An error is said
to occur when a 0 is changed to a 2 or
when a 1 is changed to a 0.
Error rate is defined as the number of
bits in error divided by the total number of bits transmitted.
Error pattern refers to the number of
errors occurring within a given number
of data bits. That is, it specifies
that x errors have occurred in a block of
n data bits. It is not dependent upon
the location of the errors within the
block of data.
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Errors generally occur for one of two reasons.
First, there may be a part failure which causes the data
to be changed. Second, and by far most common, errors
occur because of noise pick-up on the communication
channel. Communication lines run outside the computer
and are exposed to much more severe environments than
are the data paths found internal to the computer.
Errors do not normally occur one at a time. They
are more likely to occur in bursts. That is, any noise
on the communications line will most likely result in
more than one bit of the received data being in error.
To make the situation worse, errors are not uniformly
distributed with respect to time. There may be times
when a high number of errors are present, followed by
periods where the error rate is quite low. This is very
common when transmitting over a public switched network.
On these lines, the error rate is usually higher during
normal business hours than at other times of the day.
Noise spikes, or noise bursts, are present on a
line for relatively long periods of time, and thus can
cause serious problems if the errors are not detected.
As an example, consider a burst of noise from a lightning
strike. It can last for 0.01 seconds or more. During
normal telephone conversations, noise of this duration
might sound like a click or a crackle to the persons
talking on the line, but they would still be able to
understand what was said. However, if data was being
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transmitted at 9600 bits per second, a noise burst of 0.01
seconds would "wipe out" 96 bits of data. Without error
detection, a computer or a terminal could easily misinterpret this data as being correct, and would continue
operating as if nothing was wrong.
C. Sources of Noise
Noise can be introduced into the communication systems
either by faulty or improperly designed equipment, or by
natural disturbances. There are many types of noise, some
of which are inescapable, and some which present little or
no problem to the system. Only the most severe types, the
ones which are most detrimental to the communication
system, are discussed here.
Impulse noise, or spikes, are the major source of
errors in data communication systems. As mentioned
previously, these spikes can last as long as 0.01 seconds
or more. Impulse noise comes from a variety of sources
including lightning flashes, telephone switching equipment,
intermittent electrical connections, and voltage changes
in lines or circuitry adjacent to the communication line.
Crosstalk occurs when some of the signal from one
line is picked up by another line. Cross talk is most
prominant in lines that run parallel to each other. The
degree to which it degrades data on a line depends on
certain factors. Cross talk will increase when the signal
strength is increased, when the two lines are brought
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closer together, and when higher frequencies are present in
the signals.
Amplitude Noise is a sudden change in the level of a
signal. Its effect is most noticeable on transmission
systems using amplitude modulation techniques. It is
generally caused by faults in the transmitting circuitry.
Line Outages are another major cause of data communication errors. They can result from mechanical failures,
such as a break in the line, or from the loss of the carrier
signal. Line failures can cause incomplete transmission as
well as data errors.
Attenuation is the loss of a signal as it travels down
the communication line. It is the result of power that is
absorbed and lost from the line. As more power is absorbed
by the communication line, the signal becomes weaker, and
the more difficult it is for the receiver to correctly
identify the data. To minimize this problem, repeaters
(amplifiers) are spaced at regular intervals throughout
the length of the telephone line.
Delay Distortion is evident when data is transmitted
at two different frequencies. It occurs because, as data
is travelling down a communication line, signals at some
frequencies will be delayed more than those at other
frequencies. The result is that data transmitted at one
frequency will reach the receiver sooner than the data
transmitted at the other frequency. An equalizer, whose
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purpose is to produce a flat frequency response for
transmission, will compensate for this effect.

CHAPTER III
DATA TRANSMISSION FORMATS
In all data transfers, there must be additional
information sent along with the data so that the receiver
can be alerted to the start of a transfer, and can
determine when the end of the message has been reached.
This "framing" of the data is needed for both
asynchronous and synchronous transmissions. Asynchronous
data transfers can take place at any time, as long as the
receiver is ready to accept data. It is primarily used
by slow speed terminals with transmission rates of up to
1200 bits per second.
Synchronous data transfers, as the name implies, can
take place only when the transmitter and the receiver are
synchronized in time. Synchronization implies that both
devices are aware of the word boundaries within the
message. That is, both the transmitter and the receiver
can determine the beginning and the end of a word or
group of words within a single transfer. Synchronous
transmission is used for all high speed data transfers.
A. Data Communication Protocols
Data communication protocols are simply a set of
rules that govern the transfer of information between
devices. When data is transferred within a specific
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computer (e.g., from memory to the CPU,or from the CPU to
an I/O port), no protocols are necessary because the transfer takes place within the design constraints of the
machine. However, when the data transfer is between two
or more machines (devices), no longer can it be governed
by internal design constraints of a single machine.
It is for this reason that protocols are necessary.
When two similar machines, or two completely different
machines, can accept data in a format defined by a
specific protocol, they can communicate accurately and
reliably with one another.
While there are protocols which govern asynchronous
data transfers, the major ones are generally associated
with synchronous communication systems. Synchronous
protocols may vary somewhat in their format details,
but all can be said to perform the following functions:
1.

Determine which of the two devices is
the sender and which is the receiver.

2.

Define the transmission format, i.e.,
establish which bits are for synchronization and error control, and which
bits contain the actual message.

3. Define the method of encoding for
error detection.
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4. Define how the receiver will acknowledge
a message or how, upon detection of an
error, it will request for a retransmission of the message.
Figure 3.1 shows the envelope of a typical message
protocol. A description of each of the block characters
is given below:
Sync - there may be one or more synchronization
characters to synchronize the receiver with the
transmitter.
Header - contains the control information for
the message, e.g., destination, priority, or
message type.
Address - identification code for a specific
device such that only that device will decode
the message.
Message - the information (data) being
transferred.
End of Message - a single character which lets
the receiver know that the message has ended.
Block Check Character - one or more characters
added to the message for error detection purposes.
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Figure 3.1. Typical Message Envelope
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B. Retransmission-on-Error vs. Error Correction
When an error is detected by the receiving station,
one of three things can happen. First, the error can be
ignored. This is done in systems that use language text,
such as for sending a telegram. If an error does occur,
the correct message can generally be determined when the
telegram is read. This method reduces transmission
costs because no special error encoding or decoding
circuitry is needed.
This is not a practical approach, however, for
systems which rely heavily on their ability to transfer
accurate and reliable data. The other two options,
error correction and retransmission-on-error, are, therefore, the only methods used in data processing and
control systems.
Both error correction and error detection with
retransmission-on-error use encoding circuitry on the
transmitting end of the system and decoding circuitry
on the receiving end. Encoding for error detection
involves adding extra bits (redundancy) to the message
in order to permit the receiver to distinguish between
an incorrect and a correct message. The encoding circuitry for both error detection schemes is simple and
straightforward, with encoding for error correction
being only slightly more complex. It is the complex
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decoding circuitry for error correction which makes the
scheme more difficult to implement and, therefore, less
often used.
Encoding for error correction means that sufficient
redundancy must be added to the message so that the
receiver can not only detect the errors, but also locate
their positions within the message in order to correct
them. The amount of redundancy required varies with
the number of errors to be detected and corrected.
Some error-correcting codes require that a minimum
number of error-free bits be present between bursts
of errors. This is not a requirement which can always
be guaranteed. The Hamming Code is an example of an
error-correcting code.
Error detection with retransmission-on-error is,
by far, the simplest and least expensive method for
ensuring reliable data transmission. The encoding and
decoding circuits for this scheme are, in some cases,
identical. All of the major synchronous protocols use
retransmission-on-error because it is such a straightforward and easily implemented method for error control.
Figure 3.2 shows a flow diagram detailing a typical
exchange between the transmitter and the receiver.

Figure 3.2 Flow Diagram For
Retransmission-onError Format
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If an error is detected, the receiver will request
a retransmission of the last message until it is received
without error, or until the message has been transmitted
a pre-determined number of times and an error is still
detected. At this point the receiver will send an
error signal to the transmitter, indicating that the
operation cannot continue because an error has occurred.

CHAPTER IV
ERROR DETECTION
In an practical data communication systems, there
may occasionally be times when an error goes undetected.
Since errors occur in bursts rather than in uniform,
predictable patterns, the decision by the receiver as
to whether or not an error has occurred is more of a
statistical decision than an absolute one. It is really
a "best guess" by the receiver on the basis of the
available information, and it is not infallible. With
a well designed error-detecting code, the probability
of a wrong decision can be much smaller than the
probability of the original message being received
without error.
A. Parity
In order for the receiver to be able to detect an
error, there needs to be some information sent along
with the message that will tell it what constitutes a
correct message. The simplest way to accomplish this
is to add one extra bit to the data such that the
entire data word will have an even or an odd number of
I's. This extra bit is called a parity bit. Odd parity
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means that a parity bit is added to a word so that the
total number of l's in the word will be odd. For
example, if the word 01101001 is to be transmitted,
the number of l's in the word is 4 (even). Therefore,
the parity bit will have to be a 1, bringing the total
number of l's to 5 (odd). Now the transmitted word would
be 011010011, with the parity bit added to the end of
the original word. If the number of its in the original
word was odd, then the parity bit would be 0. A similar
technique exists for even parity, where the total
number of l's in the word must be even.
The parity bit is added by the encoding process in
the transmitter and is checked by the decoding (or
detecting) process in the receiver. While it is very
easy to implement this scheme, it has a serious
drawback. It can only detect one- (or three-, five-,
seven-, etc.) bit errors. It will not be able to
detect two- (or four-, six-, eight-, etc.) bit errors.
This is true for both odd and even parity. If there
was an odd number of l's in the original word, a two-bit
error would mean that there are still an odd number of
l's in the word, so it would look to the receiver as
though no error had occurred.
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This type of parity, where the check is performed
on a single character (word), is known as Vertical
Redundancy Checking (VRC). Every character in a
block of data is transmitted with a parity bit. It
is well suited for serial transmission and is generally
used only for short data transfers.
B. Longitudinal Redundancy Check
A second type of parity checking is known as
Longitudinal Redundancy Checking (LRC). Here, a
special check character is transmitted at the end of
a block of data such that each bit of the check
character checks the parity of the corresponding bits
of the message characters. For example, assume that the
following message characters are to be transmitted:
1011011, 1101000, 0101001, 0011011. The check
character is determined as shown below:
1011011

Message Character 1

1101000

2

0101001

3

0011011

4

1111110

Check Character

The check character is computed such that each bit in the
character will give its column an odd number of l's.
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This scheme will detect only single errors within
a column. No double errors will be detected. Sometimes
a combination of VRC and LRC will be used for more

complete error detection. However, this is a rather
inefficient method because a large number of check
bits and check characters are needed when large blocks
of data are being transmitted.
C. Efficiency of Error-Detection Techniques
The efficiency of an error detection scheme is defined
as the number of data bits divided by the total number
of bits (including data and check bits) transmitted.
The more check bits that are sent along with the data,
the more protection there is against an error going
undetected. But as more check bits are sent, the
throughput of useful data is reduced.
For a given error detection system, and a fixed
number of data bits, as the number of detectable errors
is increased, the efficiency of the system is decreased.
There is a limit, however, to the maximum efficiency
that a system can have. With short message blocks
there will be less likelihood of an error and less
of a need for retransmission. But short message
blocks are inefficient. If longer, more efficient message
blocks are used, retransmission will have to be performed
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more often. There will always be this tradeoff with
systems using retransmission-on-error.
D. Cyclic Redundancy Check
An error detection scheme that is more effective
and more efficient than either VRC or LRC at detecting
large bursts of errors is known as the Cyclic
Redundancy Check (CRC). CRC is part of a family of
error-detecting codes known as cyclic codes. Cyclic
codes have the property that a cyclic shift of the
code word, either left or right, will yield another
code word. (The definition of cyclic codes is given
here only for clairty,since cyclic codes, in general,
will not be discussed.)
When generating the CRC character (the Block Check
Character in the protocol format), the entire serial
block of data (the message) is treated, not as a string
of l's and 0's, but as a binary polynomial where the l's
and 0's are the coefficients of that polynomial, M(X),
known as the message polynomial. For instance, if
10110101 was the message being transmitted, it would
be treated as the polynomial (1)X7+(0)X6+(1)X5+(1)x4 +
3
2
(0)X +(1)X +(0)X+1, or simply X 7 +X 5 +X 4 +X 2 +1. The
highest power of X is attached to the most significant
bit (MSB) of the message.
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M(X) is then prescaled and divided, using modulo-2
arithmetic (see Appendix A), by a fixed polynomial,
G(X), known as the generator polynomial. The division
will yield a quotient, Q(X), and a remainder, R(X).
R(X) is the CRC character and it is appended to the
end of the message before transmission. The prescaling
of M(X) is done to insure that the degree of M(X) is
always greater than the degree of G(X), so that the
remainder, R(X), is always different from the message
itself.
The process is carried out as follows:
1. Multiply (prescale) M(X) by X

(n-k)

where: n is the total number of bits
being transmitted
k is the number of information
(message) bits
(n-k) is the number of bits of
the CRC character. (It is
also the degree of G(X).)
X
2.

(n-k) M(X)=Q(X)G(X)+R(X)

(Eq. 4.1)

Divide X (n-k) M(X) by G(X) to determine R(X).
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The simple example below will illustrate the
concept:
3
Message polynomial, M(X)=X +1 (1001)
3
Generator polynomial, G(X)=X +X+1 (1011)
Number of information bits, k=4
Number of CRC bits, n-k=3
3 3
Step 1. X (n-k) M(X)=X (X +1)
=X 6 +X 3 (1001000)
The effect of the prescaling operation is
to shift M(X) to the left by (n-k) positions
(3 in this case), and fill in O's at the
right.
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(n-k)
6 3
Step 2. =X
X
M(X)
+X
3
/G(X)
/X
+X+1

Step 3. Since M(X) was prescaled, appending the
remainder to the end of the message is
accomplished by simple addition.
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F(X) is now the coded message that is transmitted.
The receiver takes F(X) and divides it by the same
generator polynomial, G(X). Since F(X) is exactly divisible
by G(X), then, if there is no error in the transmission,
the division will produce a zero remainder.
From Eq. 4.3: F(X)=Q(X)G(X)

In theory, G(X) can be any polynomial. However,
standard polynomials are used for implementing the CRC
which have proven to be the most effective at detecting
errors.
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E. Capability of Error Detection Using CRC
Consider a message transmitted as 1011010001101111
and received as 1010011010001111. Errors have occurred
in bit positions 4, 7, 9, 10, and 11 counting from the
left. E(X), the error polynomial is given by
12 9 7
(X +X +X +X 6 +X 5 ) or X 5 (X 7 +X 4 +X 2 +X+1). The error pattern
is 8 bits long. The multiplication of the error pattern
by X a results in a shifting of the pattern within the
message.
The received message, P(X), can be looked at as
being the error polynomial, E(X), added modulo-2 to the
code message polynomial, F(X).

It can be seen from Eq. 4.5 that for an error to go
undetected, E(X) must be exactly divisible by G(X).
If not, the division will produce a non-zero remainder
and an error will have been detected.
If the degree of E(X), taken to be m, is less than
the degree of G(X), which is (n-k), then the error will
have to be detected. If m=(n-k), then the error will
go undetected only if E(X)=G(X). If m (n-k), the
error can go undetected only if E(X) is divisible by
G(X).
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The result is that any error pattern of (n-k) or
fewer adjacent bits will always be detected. In addition,
a large number of errors occurring in more than
(n-k) bits will also be detected.

CHAPTER V
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CRC POLYNOMIAL
MATHEMATICS AND DIGITAL SWITCHING
CIRCUITS
One of the nicest features of the Cyclic Redundancy
Check is the ease with which it can be implemented in a
practical circuit. In this chapter, the relationship between modulo-2 multiplication and division, and digital
finite-state switching circuits will be explored.
A. Basic Building Blocks
Digital switching circuits are made up of three basic
elements: an adder, a storage register, and a constant
multiplier. These elements are shown functionally and
schematically in Figure 5.1. The first of the three is the
adder, whose output is equal to the sum of the two inputs,
with no carry digit generated. An exclusive-OR gate is
used to perform modulo-2 addition (see Appendix A). The
second element is the storage register or memory device.
The output value of the storage register is equal input
value delayed by one unit of time. In digital circuits,
this delay is accomplished by using a flip-flop (one stage
of a shift register) that is clocked by a signal from a
timing or synchronizing circuit. The clock pulse represents
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one unit of time. The value of the output after the clock
pulse is the same as that of the input before the pulse
occurred. A number of these flip-flops will be cascaded
together to make a shift register which will hold the results of the mathematical operations. The third element in
the switching circuit is the constant multiplier. The output of this element is equal to the input multiplied by a
constant. In the case of binary numbers, this constant is
either 1 or 0. Multiplication by 1 is achieved by a
physical connection between the input and the output.
Multiplication by 0 implies that no connection exists.
B. Polynomial Transmission Format
Since the information is being transmitted serially,
only one bit can be processed at a time. When implementing
the CRC, the information is treated as a polynomial with
only the coefficients being transmitted. In order for the
division of the message polynomial to be carried out
correctly, the high-order coefficients of the dividend (the
message polynomial) must be processed first. For this to
take place, the information must be encoded and transmitted
with the most significant bits coming first.
The polynomial

would be processed serially with F n being the first bit,
F n-1 being the second bit, delayed by one clock pulse, then
Fn-2 , delayed by two clock pulses, and so forth, until F0 is
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Figure 5.1 Basic Building Blocks for
Digital Switching Circuits
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processed, delayed by n clock pulses.
C. Multiplication of Polynomials
Given any two polynomials:

The product, a(X)b(X), is

If a(X) is considered to be any input polynomial and
b(X) is a fixed polynomial, then the circuit in Figure 5.2
illustrates how any polynomial a(X) can be multiplied by a
fixed polynomial b(X).
Initially, all registers are set to 0. The coefficients
of each product term will be stored in the registers as they
appear at the input. Besides the data inputs, all registers
have a clock input which allows the coefficients to be
shifted towards the output. For clarity, the clock inputs
are not shown in the figure.
The first coefficient to appear at the input is a n .
The output is then equal to a nbm and all the registers still

Figure 5.2 Multiplication Circuit For Polynomials
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contains 0's. Notice that a b is the coefficient of the
n m
first term in Eq. 5.1. After the first clock pulse, the
registers contain, from left to right, a nb0, anb1, anb2 ...
...,
a b
a
n m-2' n b m-1' and the next coefficient, a n-1' is at the
input. The output is now a nbm-1+an-1bm . This is the second
coefficient in Eq. 5.1. After the second clock pulse, the
registers contain a

b
n-1 0 , anb0+an-1b1, anb1+an-1b 2
, ..., anbm-2+an-1bm-1, and the third coefficient, an-2 , is at the

input. The output is now a nbm-2 +an-ibm-1 +an-2 bm , the third
coefficient is Eq. 5.1.
The multiplication continues in this manner. After
n+m-1 clock pulses, the registers contain 0,0,0...,0,
a 0 b 0 , a b +a1b0. Since the input is 0, the output is equal
0 1
to a 0 b 1 +a1b0. This is the second to the last coefficient in
Eq. 5.1. After the final clock pulse, all the registers
contain 0's except the last one, which contains a 0 b 0 . The
input is still 0, so the output is a 0 b 0 , the last coefficient
in Eq. 5.1. The multiplication, after n+m clock pulses, is
complete, and each of the coefficients has been shifted out
of the circuit, with the higher-order coefficients coming
out first.
D. Division of Polynomials
A circuit for dividing any polynomial by a fixed polynomial is shown in Figure 5.3. As with the multiplication
circuit, all of the registers in the division circuit have
clock inputs which are omitted from the figure for clarity.

Figure 5.3 Division Circuit for Polynomials
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Given:

as the input polynomial, and

as the fixed polynomial
Initially, each stage of the shift register is set to
0. The coefficients of the input polynomial are shifted
serially into the registers on each clock pulse, with f n
being first, followed by f

, f
etc. After m clock
n-1
n-2
pulses, f n is stored in the last register, and the first
coefficient of the quotient, f n /gm , appears at the output.
For every coefficient, q k , of the quotient, the polynomial qkg(X) must be subtracted from the dividend. This
is accomplished via the feedback connections to the adders.
After a total of n+1 clock pulses, all the coefficients of
the quotient have been shifted out of the circuit, and the
remainder is left in the registers.
This operation will now be illustrated with an example,
3
6 3
using the polynomials, f(x) = X +X , and, g(X)=X +X+1, from
Chapter IV. The circuit for performing the division is
shown in Figure 5.4. The division is performed below, and
compared with the step-by-step operation of the circuit as
shown in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Step-by-Step Operation of the Division Circuit

Number of
Clock Pulse

Input Before
Clock Pulse

Contents of Shift
Register After
The Clock Pulse

Output After
The Clock Pulse

Start

-

000

0

1

1

100

0

2

0

010

0

3

0

001

1

4

1

010

0

5

0

001

1

6

0

110

0

7

0

011

0

After the first three clock pulses, the contents of the
shift register contain the coefficients of the polynomial
marked A in the division operation, with the last register
containing the higher-order term. The leading coefficient,
therefore, is the first coefficient of the quotient and the
output after the third clock pulse. The feedback, although
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not shown in Table 5.1, matches the coefficients of the polynomial marked B, and the next input coefficient corresponds
to C, the term which is brought down during the division
process. After the fifth clock pulse, the shift register
contains the coefficients of the polynomial marked D and the
feedback matches the coefficients of E. F is the next to
the last input. G is the last input, and after the seventh
clock pulse, the shift register contains the remainder,
the coefficients of the polynomial marked H.

Figure 5.4. Circuit for Dividing By X 3 +X+1

CHAPTER VI
DETAILED EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF CRC
FOR ERROR DETECTION
If it was desired to implement an error detection
scheme using the Cyclic Redundancy Check to detect all
bursts of errors up to 8 bits in length, the CRC
character would have to be 8 bits long. The generator
polynomial, G(X), for such a scheme might be:
X 8 +X 4 +X+1.
The input data could be any reasonable number of
bits long, however, for simplicity, it will be limited
here to 12 bits, and might look as follows:
11 9 8 5
101100100011 (X +X +X +X +X+1).
To encode the data, the coefficients of the
11 9 8
polynomial X +X +X +X 5 +X+1 would be processed through
the division circuit shown in Figure 6.1. The steps
for mathematically encoding the data are detailed
below, and the corresponding output of the division
circuit is shown in Table 6.1. The division is
performed here using l's and 0's instead of the
polynomials, as was done in Chapters IV and V.
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Figure 6.1. Division Circuit for Dividing by X 8 +X 4 +X+1
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Given:
Message Polynomial, M(X)-101100100011 (X

11 +X 9 +X 8 +X 5 +X+1)

8 4
Generator Polynomial, G(X)=100010011 (X +X +X+1)
Number of information bits, k=12
Number of CRC bits, n-k=8
Step 1: X n-kM(X)=X 8 (X 11 +X 9 +X 8 +X 5 +X+1)

(continued on next page)
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Step 2: X n-kM(X)
/G(X)

Step 3: Code Message Polynomial, F(X)=X n-KM(X)+R(X)

F(C) is now transmitted.
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Table 6.1 Division Circuit Output for Encoding of the Data

Input Before
Clock Pulse

Contents of Shift
Register After
The Clock Pulse

Output After
The Clock Pulse

Start

-

00000000

0

1

1

10000000

0

2

0

01000000

0

3

1

10100000

0

4

1

11010000

0

5

0

01101000

0

6

0

00110100

0

7

1

10011010

0

8

0

01001101

1

9

0

11101110

0

10

0

01110111

1

11

1

01110011

1

12

1

01110001

1

13

0

11110000

0

14

0

01111000

0

15

0

00111100

0

16

0

00011110

0

17

0

00001111

1

18

0

11001111

1

19

0

10101111

1

20

0

10011111)

1

Number of
Clock Pulse

CRC Character
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At the receiving station, F(X) would be divided by
G(X), using the same circuit that was used for encoding
the data. If F(X) were received without error, the
division would be as shown below. The corresponding
circuit output is shown in Table 6.2.
F(X)
/G(X):

R(X)=0, therefore, no errors were detected
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Table 6.2. Division Circuit Output For
Message Received With No Errors
Number Of
Clock Pulse

Input Before
Clock Pulse

Contents Of
the Shift Register
After the Clock Pulse

Start

-

00000000

0

1

1

10000000

2
3

0

01000000

0
0

1

10100000

0

4

1

11010000

0

5

0

0

6
7

0
1

01101000
00110100
10011010

8

0

01001101

0
0
1

9

0

10

0

11101110
01110111

0
1

11

1

01110011

1

12

1

01110001

1

13

1

01110000

0

14

1

10111000

0

15

1

11011100

16

1

11101110

0
0

17

1

11110111

18

0

10110011

1
1

19
20

0
1

10010001

1

00000000

0

remainder

Output
After The
Clock Pulse
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In an error occurred during transmission such that
bits 2,3,4,7,and 9, counting from left to right, were
changed, the code message would be received as:
11000000101111111001. This is an 8-bit burst error,
E(X), and should be detected by the circuit, as
shown below and in Table 6.3.
F(X)+E(X)
/G(X):

Since R(X) is not 0, an error has been detected,
and a retransmission of the data will be requested.
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Table 6.3. Division Circuit Output for
Message Received With Errors
Contents of
the Shift Register
After the Clock Pulse

Output
After the
Clock Pulse

Number of
Clock Pulse

Input Before
Clock Pulse

Start
1

-

00000000

0

1

10000000

0

2

1

0

3

0

11000000
01100000

4

0

5

0
0

0

00110000
00011000

0

6

0

00001100

0

7
8

0

00000110

0

0
1

00000011
01001001
11101100

1
1

9
10
11
12

0
1
1

11110110
11111011

0
1

13
14

1

00110101

1

1

01010010

15

10101001

16

1
1

0
1

00011100

0

17

1

10001110

18

0

01000111

0
1

19

0
1

11101011

20

00111101
remainder

0

1
1

CHAPTER VII
STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY
Because of the ease with which it is implemented
and its efficiency at detecting errors, CRC has become
one of the most widely used error detection schemes
in serial data communication systems. Standards have
been established for communication systems using 6- and
8-bit characters within their data message protocols.
One of the more popular of these standards for
synchronous systems is known as CRC-16. The CRC check
character is 16 bits long and it is used in protocols
where the data words are 8 bits long. The generator
polynomial for this standard is X 16 +X 15 +X 2 +1. It can
detect all bursts of errors up to 16 bits in length
and, in addition, can detect about 99% of the error
bursts longer than 16 bits.
The technology available today for implementing
Cyclic Redundancy Checking can be grouped into the
following categories:
1. Custom and Programmable Logic Arrays
The arrays are LSI (Large Scale Integration)
chips in which the user designs and implements
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a single circuit for performing a specific CRC.
All of the necessary shift registers and adders
are provided on a single integrated circuit,
and the user just has to specify the
connections.
2.

Error-Checking Circuits
These IC's are designed to implement various
error detection schemes, including CRC. Some
can work with asynchronous, as well as
synchronous communication systems. Examples
of this type of chip are the Fairchild 9401
CRC Generator/Checker, and the 68653/2653
Polynomial Generator Checker manufactured by
Signetics and Motorola.

3.

Specialized and General Purpose Protocol
Controllers
These IC's implement selectable or specialized
protocols on a serial data stream. That is,
they enclose the data stream with a sync signal,
a header, and a CRC field before transmission,
and strip away these fields when the message
is received. They also perform error checking
on the message. An example of a general
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purpose protocol controller is the 68652/2652
Multi-protocol communications controller also
manufactured by Signetics and Motorola.
4. Board-Level Protocol Controllers
This last category is the most recent of all the
technologies to appear in the marketplace. They
are single-board controllers for implementing
communications protocols, including error
detection, and for interfacing any one of a
number of manufacturers' devices to a standard
communications line. One such controller board
is the microcomputer-based Ethernet Protocol
Module manufactured by Interlan, Inc. (Ethernet
is one of the most popular local area networks,
providing data communication links for computers
and peripherals.)

CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
The intent of this thesis was to describe the
problems plaguing the data communications field, and
to present one of a number of possible solutions. A
general overview of a data communication system was
presented, describing the physical make-up of a system,
along with the nature and the sources of signal contamination (Chapter II). The rules for synchronous serial
transmission were laid out (Chapter III), and the various
techniques available for error detecting were put forth
(Chapters III and IV).
The Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) was chosen because
it is a viable solution to the troublesome task of
providing accurate and reliable data transmission. It
has, as of this writing, become one of the most widely
implemented error-detection schemes, being used
extensively, not only in data communication systems,
but also in data storage systems, such as in floppy
disk controllers for use with mini and microcomputers.
The relationship between the CRC polynomial mathematics and digital switching circuits was presented
(Chapter V) in order to provide some background for the
theory leading up to the actual circuit implementation.
A detailed example of the use of the CRC for data
encoding and error detecting was shown (Chapter VI)
53
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so that its simplicity and effectiveness could be more
easily understood. Finally, the state of the current
technology was presented (Chapter VII), as it applies
to the CRC.
The material presented in this thesis covers a
span of about 25-30 years, from the time when the theory
for polynomial (cyclic) codes was first introduced to
the present, where, with the continuing refinement of
the integrated circuit, the applications for error
detection have evolved to a point that makes almost full
and complete use of the theories.

APPENDIX A
MODULO-2 ARITHMETIC
In the manipulation of binary polynomials, all of the
mathematics were performed using modulo-2 arithmetic. Any
operation performed modulo-2 means that the operation is
performed in normal arithmetic and the result is divided by
2, and only the remainder is used. In order to more easily
grasp the theory and the application of the Cyclic Redundancy
Check, the basic rules for modulo-2 (mod-2) arithmetic are
presented here.
The truth table for the addition of two binary numbers,
X and Y, is shown in Figure A.1. S represents the sum digit
and C represents the carry digit.

Figure A.1. Truth Table
For Binary
Addition

In mod-2 addition, the arithmetic is performed as it
was for normal binary addition, but only the sum bit is
used. The carry bit is ignored. The rules for mod-2
addition are:
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0+0 = 0
0+1 = 1
1+0 = 1
1+1 = 0
Modulo-2 addition is also known as logical addition
because the sum bit can be generated by an exclusive-OR
(XOR) gate. Figure A.2 shows the truth table for the
exclusive-OR function and the logic symbol for the XOR gate.

Figure A.2. Exclusive-OR (a) Truth Table,
and (b) Logic Symbol

The truth table for subtracting Y from X is shown in
Figure A.3. D is the difference digit and B is the borrow.
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Figure A.3 Truth Table
For Binary
Substration

In mod-2 subtraction, only the difference bit is used
and the borrow is ignored. The truth tables for mod-2
addition and subtraction are the same if the carry and the
borrow bits, respectively, are disregarded. Therefore,
mod-2 subtraction is the same as mod-2 addition.
The rules for mod-2 multiplication are:
0x=
0x1=
lx0 = 0
1x=
Mod-2 multiplication is performed using the logical
AND function.
The rules for modulo-2 division are the same as those
for normal long division, except that all multiplications
and subtractions are performed mod-2. Several examples
of mod-2 division are shown in Chapters IV, V, and VI.
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